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To realize more complex functions and calculations as they are contained in Adobe Reader you can use JavaScripts. With JavaScripts you can program your PDF forms very individually. Of course we cannot explain how to program all kinds of features, functions and calculations here but show some very elementary examples. First some general information: 





To enter JavaScript to a form field you first have to select the field, click on the right mouse button, select Properties->Calculate->Custom Calculation Script . There is an editor to enter your script.





// Two slashes open a comment.


To access a form field you use the getField("Name of the field") function. Then all field properties like Border, Colour etc are available. To access the value of a field you have to enter getField("Name of the field ").value. With event.value you can display a calculation result in a form field.




















Division:


Result rounded up to two decimal places by form field formatting 


Division:


Result rounded up to two decimal places by calculation. 





You can only see a difference when you get odd amounts/results and you click in the field. 


If you want to calculate with correct results you should use the first option, the second one calculates with rounded results. 


Depending on Adobe Reader version you can get error messages.








Calculation of a price including VAT / excluding VTA








Transfer the export value of an Option Field 


to a Text Field. 














Verification of a value concerning divisibility.


Here 4, i.e. the entered number must be divisible by three, 


otherwise a Warning Box will appear.








Alteration of a Text Box background colour.


Values below 100 will display green above 100 yellow , 


above 200 red background. 
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To send forms data via the internet you have to create a button field like the following one. Please pay attention that only form field data will be send in FDF format. Not the whole PDF form.


User therefore needs to open the PDF in Internet Explorer and an email software to be installed.























